
Technology is proving to be more valuable each day as we are social distancing. It is a great avenue to
connect with family, friends, coworkers, and the community. In moderation and intentional use,
technology has ample benefit but misuse has shown negative impact on mental health and relationships.
Since technology and communication can be accessed anytime throughout the day, it may feel
overbearing to set limits and come back to twice the amount of work. If you allow yourself breaks, you
will find your work, relationships and overall life will improve.  

Benefits of Unplugging Periodically 

Improves creativity. Long term use of technology has been shown to increase gray matter in the
brain and reduce white matter. The white matter helps with problem solving and creativity.
Ways to improve white matter includes physical activity, getting outdoors in nature, and
meditation. You can use technology purposefully to support white brain matter by using
meditation and other mindful apps. 
Decreases FOMO (fear of missing out). Social media allows us to feel connected with one
another but overuse of social media has been shown to increase the feeling of loneliness and
not being adequate. 
Increases IRL (in real life) connections. When you are unplugged from technology, individuals
are more apt to be present which builds trust in relationships. As Brene Brown research shows,
trust is key for vulnerability and relationships. 

Creating Healthy Boundaries with Technology 

Determine your priorities. What do you want to be known for in life? 
Life has boundaries, physical or spoken,  when you set boundaries you
allow yourself permission to say "no" to things in order to say "yes" to
things that bring meaning to life.

Trust that the mental break will allow you to be better when you are at
work. Humans work better when there is a timeline to tasks. 
Your life will have more energy to give to your family, friends,
coworkers, students and community because you are doing activities
that fill your bucket up. 

Create a plan of action with individuals who may need to get ahold of
you during your time of  disconnecting. 

Resources: 
Brain scans reveal 'gray matter' differences in media multitaskers, www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/09/140924144949.htm
 

You may feel anxious at first when you are disconnected, that is normal and natural. The following pages
are real life applications on how your NKCS leadership priorities their well-being by unplugging
throughout the week. 

Healthy Boundaries with Technology



Even before our “new normal” of e-learning and working from home, I have always felt very strongly
about the importance of disconnecting; including disconnecting from technology. 
 
In a world where outside noise is coming at a nonstop pace and louder than ever, the need for solitude
becomes more apparent… and easier to overlook. It requires the intentional action of shutting off the
noise and the screens. 
 
Continually working/responding to email, scrolling through social media, or online shopping can all
become habitual, can take time away from doing things that we truly enjoy and keep us from being
engaged in the present moment.  I have set all of my social media apps on a 15-minute timer. I enjoy
connecting and interacting with others through technology, but my life’s most fulfilling relationships are
the ones right in front of me. The timer is a small way to hold myself accountable to spend more time
looking up and living life, rather than looking down and only documenting life, for others to see. I feel
that one of the best ways to break a habit is to replace it with another, more positive habit.  So, along with
setting the social media timer, I have replaced my phone alarm clock with the “old school” alarm and put
my phone in another location. When my alarm goes off in the morning, I spend a few moments in silence,
in prayer and visualizing what I want to accomplish during the day. This small commitment has had a
huge impact on my outlook for each day.  I am also purposeful about not checking my phone or
responding to texts, emails or phone calls while I am working out. I value this time as a time for me and
know that the benefits of “unplugging” will help recharge me. 
 
Staff members, friends and family often talk with me about feeling like they are  letting someone down as
they consider setting healthy boundaries with technology.  Most people that have worked with me or
know me well, know that I can openly admit that I value boundaries and balance in life. I have always
encouraged others to also “be selfish” in setting boundaries.  Saying no, or setting boundaries, allows you
to say yes to the things in your life you truly value. It isn’t about quantity; it is about quality.  We cannot
be accessible to others all the
time, but the time that we are accessible, we can do our best to show others
that they are the priority. 
 
“Almost everything will work again if you unplug it for a few minutes,
including you.” – Ann Lamott; novelist, political activist, public speaker and writing teacher.
 
 

Dr. Martin
Bell Prairie Elementary 



As educators, we spend a lot of time talking about what students need to be successful. But right now,
during this new and unpredictable roller coaster of a time, we have to be thoughtful about our own
adult-learner needs, too. Now is the time to put the oxygen mask on ourselves, before we can care for
others.  Most literally, we need a little more oxygen right now, and a little less technology.
 
Here are some tips:
Brene’ Brown tells us to “Work in small chunks”. Just like students drift off after a bit, so does your brain. 
Chunk your tech time and take a real brain and breathing break at least every hour.
 
When we check something off a list, we feed our brains the feel-good chemical dopamine.  We can make
lists to remind ourselves of ways to take a tech-free break.  My list includes giving my kids hugs, taking
the dog outside, and writing “thinking of you” cards to folks.
 
Many of us have an inner voice that tells us, “Keep working and these kids need us!” We have to tell that
voice to relax.  Our kids are amazing and will be even more amazing through this learning experience. 
 
Moreover, they don’t need a frazzled version of us every moment.  They need the best version of us, in
small chunks.  In the classroom, students learn patience when we’re working with other students and our
goal is for them to become independent and empowered.  This
doesn’t happen if we are available every moment.  Depending on our own lives and needs, we can define
some technology-free times, times when Canvas isn’t allowed, and Seesaw notifications are silenced. 
 
One of my boundary-setting strategies is to actually put on "work clothes” every day, nothing fancy, but
not too casual. Then, at the end of my “workday”, I change into relaxing clothes.  And my favorite break is
“apple-thirty”. This is something I’ve done for a long time that carries over nicely into my current work
situation. I always have an apple in the car on the way home.  I enjoy it while I talk to my sister on the
phone. Now, during my long commute from the front room to the kitchen, I allow myself the same
conversation with my sister and I enjoy “apple-thirty”, away
from technology. 
 
We’ve heard people say “give yourself grace.” This means WE DESERVE IT, even though we haven’t
mastered our work yet. We are working hard and we deserve time to relax and recharge daily!

Kate Place
Rising Hill Elementary 



What is the importance of disconnecting from technology?
 Technology creates 24/7 access for us to all things work related. I have found that it is imperative that I
set my own “work hours” and times outside of those hours I truly try to disengage from the constant feed
that my email, Twitter, Facebook and SeeSaw create. This is important in order to establish healthy
boundaries and focus on my own personal health and wellness as well as that of my family.
 
What tips do you have that has helped you set the habit of disconnecting?
I have taken my email off of my cell phone in the evenings and on the weekend. My team and supervisor
know how to get in touch with me via call/text if they need anything at all at any time. By not having
constant access to email it has helped me disconnect from the constant desire to check my email and
what is going on therein.
 
How have you managed the inner voice of guilt or letting someone down when you set healthy
boundaries with technology? 
I give 150% when I am “on” which then allows me to truly turn off work and focus on my personal well-
being and that of my family when I am “off”. I also know that if there is a true emergency with my team or
students, I will of course immediately respond no matter what time of day or night – but a true
emergency is truly quite rare which allows me to keep the boundaries I have established for myself.
 
Well-Being Tip
We are all doing our best and our best is always good enough. This is new for all of us. Everything that you
are doing right now is “enough”. Don’t compare yourself to others during this process. Be your true
authentic self. Focus on your relationships with your students. Stay hungry to learn new ways of being –
but always do it in a manner that exemplifies your own unique skills and talents – THIS is what will
ensure you show up as the best version of yourself for your students each day.
 
I take care of my own well-being by beginning each day with writing a gratitude list, creating a list of all of
those people and situations in my life that I am “holding space for” during that day, lighting a candle to
physically bring light to the world and reading my morning medication. I then head to the basement for
an in home Orangetheory workout before starting my workday. On the days I don’t follow this routine – I
never feel as settled as the days that I do! This routine truly helps ground me!
 

Dr. Copeland
Winnwood Elementary 



What is the importance of disconnecting from technology?
For me, it becomes a brain drainer.  Often I use it for productivity and that can easily slide into general
consumption, etc.  It then becomes a distraction and takes away from important work.  Like anything, use
in moderation. 
 
What tips do you have that has helped you set the habit of disconnecting?
I have been able to build physical and time boundaries.  When I need to get something done or simply be
present, the phone (likely culprit) goes into a drawer in another room when I cant hear it or see it.  The
physical boundary in addition to telling people when you cant be reached is helpful.
 
How have you managed the inner voice of guilt or letting someone down when you set healthy
boundaries with technology? 
I frame it as a self-care venture.  If I am using my finite energy and attention on tech, Im not as good as I
need to be somewhere else.  It’s an old problem through a new lens.  There has forever
been a struggle to “not do too much work at home.”  Years ago, it would have been spending too much
time on a landline or reading paper files....now it is a computer or phone, etc.  We all do it to some extent,
but have to have boundaries to allow ourselves to be present elsewhere. 
 
Well-Being Tip 
Set time and space boundaries to the best of your ability.   Also, for the tasks you commonly
use....calendar, send email, scan and send document, take time to nail down fast workflows via apps and
settings that allow you to quickly accomplish the job and put the tech away.  If you spend lots of time
figuring out how to do the task  every time, it is likely your attention will be diverted elsewhere, thus
increasing unimportant time spent on tech
 
I have a working wife, a first-grader and a pre-schooler.  My wife and I have had to become ultra-thorough
about what the schedule needs to be for everyone and how we split up all of the duties for home,
homeschool and work.  With that, we communicate availability to people at work so we
can coordinate work meetings, etc..  Also, my office is in a storage room that can be completely closed.  I
would greatly struggle at home if I am very accessible during the time that I need to get work
accomplished.  Secure space and resources help my efficiency.
 
Also, it took me a little time to get a sleep, physical activity and nutrition schedule put together for the
“work-from-home” setting.  I figured this out last and Im thinking it should’ve been first.  Trying to mimic
what a typical workday looks like, at home, has been a shift but can be accomplished with a few
adjustments.  Again, good communication with the family make this work even better.  Find a healthy
routine, stick to it, monitor and adjust as needed.  We can all do it!

PJ Mcginnis
Northgate Middle 



What is the importance of disconnecting from technology?
For me, a schedule is critical.  On a normal day, I am at school for about nine
hours then I work in the evening after my children have gone to bed.  With being
at home and helping educate my own children, I have tried to maintain those
hours with a break in the middle of the day for my family.  Keeping this schedule
has helped me feel as “normal” as possible without being on
technology around the clock. 
 
What tips do you have that has helped you set the habit of disconnecting?
I have made my family a priority in the afternoon from about 4:00-8:00.  During
that time, I do my best to stay busy with them and take my mind off of anything
That doesn’t concern our family and what we need to be healthy and happy.
 
How have you managed the inner voice of guilt or letting someone down when
you set healthy boundaries with technology?
This has been so hard.  In the past, I felt that my success and the success of Oak
Park relied on how much time and energy I put into our school.  I am starting to
learn that my family needs me as well and by engaging with them and being in
the moment with my wife and children it helps me feel revitalized and more
productive when I am focused on school.
 
Well-Being Tip
With virtual learning, we can be constantly connected to our students.  We need to
set boundaries around our work day and make sure we are taking time. 
 
As I mentioned before, a schedule is important and I cherish time with my family. 
To keep things “normal”, my wife and I have continued our evening routine with
the kids so we have become their gymnastics coach, football coach, karate sensei,
dance teacher, etc.  It’s been a lot of fun to engage with our kids in this new way
and it’s brought our family a lot closer.  I’d encourage you all to find a new way to
challenge yourself and enjoy the moment away from virtual learning!
 

Dr. Sartain
Oak Park High 



Revisit your personal priorities. What are the things you want to be known for in life? Are you creating
rituals and habits around the priorities?  
Reflect on all your technology use throughout the day including work and personal. 
When are you using technology to distract or numb? That is a great opportunity to reduce technology. 
What is hindering you from unplugging at least once a day? Is this something you can discuss with
your leader and other individuals in your life? 
How might you use your time during disconnecting from technology that would bring meaning to
your life? 
Have you set limits on social media on your phone or technology devices?
How can you reframe disconnecting in a positive way? 
Is there someone you may need to have a conversation with to set healthy boundaries when it comes
to technology? 
Do you have a game plan with your leadership in how to reach you when you are offline?
What game plan do you have in place with important individuals in your personal life when you are
offline?  
What relationships would improve if you unplug from social media and work for a few moments each
day?
How can you reward yourself of unplugging one time throughout the day. 

Take a few moments and reflect 

If you would like to discuss with the NKCS Wellness Coaching on ways to establish and keep healthy
boundaries with technology, reach out to April Anderson at April.Anderson@nkschools.org. 

What is one way this week you can improve your
boundaries with technology?
Who is going to hold you accountable? 
How are you going to celebrate your win? Think
small and something you can do after each time
to complete the task. 

Application


